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Finnish archipelago is 
the largest in the world, 
and breathtakingly 
beautiful too. For food 
lovers, it’s a treasure 
trove that hasn’t been 
fully explored yet. 
Celebrity chef Harri 
Syrjänen sets sail in 
this boat and does 
exactly the same: 
discovering the 
oustanding food from 
this paradise.  

Harri digs really deep, 
gathers the ingredients 
and then puts them 
together for some truly 
delicious dishes. 
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Episodes 
 

Episode 1: Harri kicks off the series with a journey 
to Korppoo, the home of the finest meat. He 
prepares a flank steak.  

Episode 2. Harri travels to Hanko. He visits the 
Rosala island and gets the famous Rosala 
Archipelago bread. After that Harri is cooking 
whitefish.  

Episode 3. Travel destination Nauvo. Harri eats 
archipelago food in the restaurant Villa Klinten. 
Then he meets a sheep farmer. And  prepares a 
sheep dish.  

Episode 4. Harri is enjoying his time in Nauvo. He 
picks fresh vegetables from the market place, and 
cooks a pork-based dish.  

Episode 5. Harri travels to Turku. He gets a 
chance to eat in one of the best restaurants in the 
city. Then he goes to the local marketplace to get 
the ingredinets for a delicious fish meal.  

Episode 6. Harri travels to Jacobshamn and meets 
a potato farmer. Today he’s going to whip up a 
soup-based meal, potatoes included in it!   

Episode 7: Harri travels to Nauvo. He gets a 
chance to eat on a cliff with magnificent views. He 
then meets an asparagus farmer – and rightly so, 
prepares a delicious asparagus meal. 

Episode 8. Harri travels to Nauvo ja visits a 
restaurant called Fyren. Then he goes to a fish 
smokery for a fish. He is cooking a fish sou todayp.  
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Episode 8. Harri travels to Nauvo ja visits a restaurant called Fyren. Then he 
goes to a fish smokery for a fish. He is cooking a fish sou todayp.  

Episode 9: Travel desination Turku. Harri eats at the yacht club which is a 
famous archipelago restaurant. He prepares a chicken dish in this episode. 

Episode 10: Harri travels to Tammisaari. He meets a fisherman and they go 
fishing together. At the end Harri prepares a herring meal.   
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Season 2 
 

Episode 1: Harri is travelling to Aaland, and is going to cook 
panackes today.   

Episode 2. The celebrity chef is in Kustavi today for a fishing 
excursion. He’ll cook a pike that he caught earlier in the day.  

Episode 3. In Porvoo, Harri visits a herb farmer and with his help, 
cooks a duck meal with lots of herbs.  

Episode 4. In Aaland, Harri goes to an apple orchard, and ends up 
preparing a lamb dish, and apple juice to go with it.   

Episode 5. Harri travels to Svartholma and he eats an archipelago 
pizza in a summer restaurant. After that Harri meets a fisherman 
and gets some Baltic herring. It’s now time to cook – Harri 
prepares his own version of archipelago pizza. 

Episode 6. In Naanatali, it’s herbal time again. Today Harri is 
cooking cosfish with herbs.    

Episode 7: Back in Aaland, Harri gets some beer from a local 
brewery and cooks herring in beer.  

Episode 8In Kotka today, Harri is going to cook lamb and rhubarb.  

Episode 9: In Naanatali, which is one of the most beaituful summer 
cities in Finland, Harri picks his ingredients from a local maket to 
prepare a fish plate.  

Episode 10: . Harri travels to Kaunissaari, which is a very beautiful 
island in the Gulf of Finland. He visits a local summer restaurant. 
After that he meets a fisherman and gets smoked fish. Then is the 
cooking time; Harri prepares a fish burger.  

 


